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NHS·B1 DEADLINE! 
The deadline for the next issue of our NIKON JOURNAL 
NHS-81, is SEPT. 1, 2003. It will be our 20th Anniversary 
Issue & i hope to make it special! Thanks! RJR. 

EDITORIAL 
I have much to cover this issue so here goes. We start with 

Bob Thompson's discovery of the very same 8-digit Nikon S 
that was the first one I ever recorded over 30 years ago! Peter 
Kitchingman is an Australian who is working on a book on 
early Canon optics. My article in NHS-79 comparing the Scml 
n.5 Nikkor & Serenar lenses prompted his article that delves 
even deeper into the subject. Richard Lane, our resident ex
pert on Nippon Kogaku WWII optical ordnance, has a really 
interesting item this issue and it has an historical connection 
as well. Masato Imanishi has a great little article on a great 
little Nikon, the 'Glico Toy Nikon F'! I wish I had one under 
my Christmas tree! Dave Barth and Dick Farrow team up to 
give us a capsule history of the finders made for the venerable 
Nikon F in our 'F-Spot' this issue. On page 12 we have an 
article by a new member, Wes Loder, on the Rise & Fall of 
EPO!. Those of us in North America have always known that 
much of Nikon's market success was due to Joe Ehrenreich. 
He built a well-oiled machine that could do nothing wrong for 
the longest time, but then things did go wrong. See page 12 for 
some inside info on the history of Joe and his. company. 

Uli Koch's Nikon F Trilogy has been printed! Yes, it is on 
its way. As a matter of fact, as I write this the first shipment is 
making its way across the Atlantic. See page 15 for prices and 
ordering information. And get yours now!! 

Classic Camera has published the special Nikon rangefinder 
issue I mentioned in NHS-79. It is a beautifully produced epic 
with Nikon RF articles cover to cover. Your editor feels very 
privileged to have been part of it. See page 19 for info on how 
to get your copy. It is worth it! 

We are still working on the special NHS version of the 
Bessa R2S camera so see page 14 for the latest. In addition I 
have a question for you; Would you be in the market for a 
brand new 'metal' reproduction of the shade for the fa
mous SOmm/fl.l Nikkor?? If so look to these pages next 
issue as I hope to have such an announcement, just in time 
for our 20th ANNIVERSARY! 

That's right, our next issue, NHS-81, will mark 20 years 
for the Nikon Historical Society and this Journal! Imagine 
that. Twenty years! Who would have thought? When I was 
putting that first issue together in August of 1983 I had no idea 
it would last this long. I thought, maybe 5 years at best. Well, 
2 decades later & I'm still at it. I'm no longer in my thirties 
and Nikon collecting has changed dramatically, but I pray both 
of us have matured gracefully. I hope to make #81 special in 
some way & I have some ideas. If you do let me know. 

Finally, I need to talk about NHS-Con9 set for Tokyo the 
last week of February, 2004. Things are moving along and 
some people here and in Japan and working very hard to make 
it a reality. But we need some feedback from you! Are you 
corning? If so you must let us know as soon as possible by 
sending in your $100 reservation fee! We need to determine 
how many will attend as soon as we can so some of the plans 
can be formulated. Believe me, there is some real work going 
into this project, as you can well imagine. It can be the trip of 
a lifetime for a Nikon collector and each of you should give it 
some real thought. Let us know if you are coming and see 
page 16 for all the latest information! See you there! 
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THAT FIRST '8-DIGIT S' 
RESURFACES AGAIN! 
Bob, I thought you might be interested in an item I recently 

acquired: it is 8-digit Nikon S #60911215 .. the one cited in your 
book as being the highest recorded 8-digit-S up to that time! I 
suspect that you've recorded higher numbers in the 20 years since 
your book was published, but this one was still interesting to me 
because of your reference to it in THE Nikon collector 's book! 
The guy I bought it from said he got it at an estate sale in Nassau, 
NY, where the sellers thought it had been sitting in a dusty box 
for the last 20 years or so. He had no information as to whose 
estate it was, or any other background data about the sale or 
previous owner. 

Even though the camera isn't working, I am still very glad 
that I was able to rescue such an historic item from oblivion. 
And maybe this should be a good lesson for all of us, with regard 
to letting our heirs know the value of 'all those old cameras in 
the basement', and how they should be disposed of. 

I am sorry I don ' t have any more information about where 
#60911215 has been all those years between the time it first came 
to your attention, and when I 'rescued ' it. So it seems you have 
the 'beginning' and the 'ending' to the story, but the 'middle' is 
still a mystery at this point. Bob Thompson. 

************ 
This very camera was part of a story in the March 1972 issue 
of Modern Photography entitled "19 Great Used Camera 
Buys", by Jason Schneider. It set there amongst the other 18 
items in a group shot. I first began my research in 1971 when 
I scoured all the available literature and recorded everything 
I found. When I came across this article I naturally went to 
record the serial number of the Nikon S. However, it didn't 
make sense! It had one too many digits! Eight and not seven! 
This was the very first 8 digit Nikon S I ever recorded before 
anyone even knew they existed! And now over 32 years later it 
has resurfaced! Isn't Nikon collecting fun?! RJR 

60911215 
• 

BY BOB THOMPSON 

Above is the actual page from the March 1972 issue of Modern 
Photography. You can't read it here, but it is S #60911215!! 
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OK, WHO MADE WHAT? 
A SECOND VIEWPOINT 
I read with great interest the article in NHS-79 on the pos

sible heritage of the Canon Serenar and Nikon Nikkor 5cm/f3.5 
lenses. I am sure you know of my endeavors to try and produce a 
book on Canon Rangefinder Cameras, Lenses and Accessories 
along with a list of known RF literature. I have been working on 
this project for the past 5 years and have compiled a database on 
Canon lens serial numbers. From this database I have worked 
out the many variations or 'Types' of lenses as I call them. 

First I am no expert on the early CanonlNikon lens history 
and as most know of Peter Dechert's Canon book, he covers that 
subject most admirably. Hence I have concentrated on when 
Canon first started to producer their own lenses and accessories. 

I am under the impression that Nippon Kogaku (NK) sup
plied Seiki Kogaku (SK) the lens elements mounted in chrome 
or brass tubes and that Canon supplied the mounts for these tubes 
and turned them into usable lenses. I have no idea what these 
tubes were like as I have never seen a photo of them, so I gather 
a 'tube' is the section that is the actual barrel of a collapsible 
lens. Whether NK supplied the actual front section for their lenses 
which included the aperture settings and front ID ring I am also 
not sure, but my gut feeling is that they did. 

BY PETER KITCHINGMAN 
this optical machinery insitu at the Meguro factory, Mr. Furukawa 
began designing and developing lenses. 

SK's first effort to produce a usable lens was probably a 75mm/ 
f4.5 optic, which may have been supplied to the military. The 
lens was produced after 1939 and some time before December 
1941. It was then that SK trademarked the name "Serenar." It is 
interesting to note that SK initially chose the 'mm' form of mea
suring focal length and the notation "No" before the serial, even 
though at the time it was more common to use "cm" and "Nr.". 
This was done perhaps to differentiate the SK lenses from the 
NK optics. One example of this lens can be found in Mr. Heyato 
Ueyama's "Canon" book. 

With the outbreak of the Pacific War in 1941, almost all manu
facturing at SK was directed towards the war effort. The only 
lenses that may have been produced by SK between 1941 and 
1945 were made for their X-ray cameras and enlargers. The SK 
R-Serenar 5cm/fl.5 lens was one that may have been manufac
tured by SK in their Meguro factory. The recorded numbering 
sequence for these lenses is 3xxx, 4xxx and 6xxx. The small 
number of lenses that have survived to date indicates that not 
many had been produced. Mr. Dechert mentions in his book that 

For some time now I have been ,...-__________ -'-__________ --, the first digit in the serial number 
may indicate the year of manufac
ture. The lack of any lenses re
corded in the 5xxx range could be 
the reason why this batch of num
bers was assigned to the new en
larging lens. This lens was possi
bly made early in 1945 to replace 
the NK-suppJied "Hermes" enlarg
ing lens. The new enlarging lens 
was almost an exact replica of the 
Hermes, but with some slight varia
tions. It was identified on the front 
ring as "Seiki Kogaku Nr 5xxx 
Serenar 1:3.5 f=5cm." The Nikkor 
Hermes lens had its serial number

trying to figure out the heritage of 
Canon's first 5cm f/3.5 lenses and 
have come to a few conclusions my
self after quite an exhaustive bit of 
research. 

The following is an extract from 
an article on "Canon Lens Serial 
Numbers" that was just published in 
the May issue of the British PCCGB 
Photographic World magazine. 

"When in 1935 SK started manu
facturing their own cameras, NK be
gan supplying them with finished 
optical lenses in metal tubes. SK then ~ 
placed these tubes into lens mounts L....... __________ .,-__________ ---' 

ready for mounting onto the required cameras. Early in 1939, 
SK purchased 2 lens generators, 5 lens polishing machines and a 
lens checker or Vertometer. Mr. Ryozou Furukawa, a lens de
signer, was then transferred to SK from NK. Mr. Furukawa's job 
was to help set up these optical machines in the Nakane-cho 
Meguro factory. He had previously worked at NK under Mr. 
Kakuya Sunayama, their chief lens designer. Once SK had all 

ing sequence beginning at 55xx with the first 2 digits indicating 
the focal length of 5.5cm. Since the SK-manufactured lens was 
5cm, it also seems plausible to assume that they may have fol
lowed the NK method of beginning the number sequence with 
the focal length. As far as I know, only 3 SK Enlarging lenses 
have ever been recorded. They are #5002 (converted to a screw 
mount lens), #5108 and #5114. 
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The SK 5cm f/3.5 lens was the first commer

cially available camera lens that Canon produced 
in their own factory. Production probably began 
in December 1945. Early versions may have used 
excess mounts left over from pre-war years. If one 
compares a 1939 Nikkor screw mount lens and 
barrel (#502235) to an early post-war SK lens 
(#80] 1), one finds no real difference between them 
except for the ID ring on the SK version. These 
early SK lenses occurred before lens #8069. Some
where between lens #8069 and #8097 the depth 
of field scale changed from f4.5-flS to f3.5-fl6. It 
was during this period that the lenses and new 
mounts were more than likely being manufactured 
solely by Seiki Kogaku." 

I have been doing some further comparisons 
between my different 5cm lenses and have noted 
the following (Lens #8011 is the earliest SK 5cm f/3.5 recorded 
at this time) : 

Between lenses SK #8011 (1945) and NK #502235 (1939) there 
are few differences. 

1. #80 II rear screw mount has 3 threads while the NK lens 
has 4. 
2. #8011 has the rear internal 
split retaining spring above 
the metal ring, which intrudes 
about 2mm into the lens from 
the outer edge. The NK has it 
below this ring. 
3. On the SK lens the barrel 
section that the infinity lock
ing plunger sits in is 2mm 
long. On the NK lens it is 
3mm long. 

Other than these differences the 
lenses are the same except for the 
front ID rings. 

Between lenses SK #8346 (1946) and NK #610230 (1946) the 
differences are: 

1. Lens #8346 has directional arrows on the collapsible bar
rel while #610230 does not. 
2. The index dot located behind the front ID ring used to de
note the chosen aperture is red on the SK lens, and black on 
the NK optic. 
3. The front lens retaining ring on the NK has 2 screwdriver 
slots while the SK lens has none. 
4. The rear-locking flange and collapsible barrel on the SK 
are made from a single piece of metal. On the NK optic it is 
made from a separate piece of metal and held in the tube by 
three screws. 
5. The SK flanges have slots cut into them while the NK lenses 
lack these slots. 
6. The SK rear screw mount has 2 threads while the NK has 3 
threads. 

Between lenses SK #9273 (1947) and NK #7051067 (1947) the 
differences are the same as above in 1,2,3 and 4 except for the 
following: 

1. The SK flange does not have any slots while the NK has 
slots to the right of each flange. 
2. Both lenses have 2 threads on the rear lens mount. 
3. In the NK lens, the internal rear lens-retaining ring has 

screwdriver slots. The SK has none. 
Canon camera Co (CCCo) Serenar lens 
#10517 is similar in all respects to SK 
lens #9273 save for the front ID ring 
info. 

Basically all the lens mounts are the 
same except for the differences in the 
number of threads . Only the 2 early 
lenses are in meters . The main differ
ence seems to be in the barrels or tubes 
and these indicate to me that Canon ac
tually began manufacturing their own 
lenses late in 1945. 

From my research I feel that Canon 
phased out using Nikkor lenses towards the end of 1947. 

PETER KITCHINGMAN 

On this page we have early Nikkor #610230 & Seiki-Serenar 
#8346 from the text. From the front they appear nearly identi
cal. The rear flanges do differ & the Serenar has 'slots'in its 
locking flange which the Nikkor lacks. Below can be seen what 
is meant by 2 threads versus 3 threads. 
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The earliest known 5cm/f3.5 SK Serenar, lens #8011, is shown above 
on an early Canon J. To the left and below is the very rare (only 3 
recorded examples to date!) Serenar enlarging lens probably from 
1945. This lens would have been a replacementfor the nearly as rare 
Nikon made 5.5cm/f3.5 'Hermes' lens made for an early pre-war 
Canon enlarger. The Seiki Serenar is very similar, although not ex
actly, to the Hermes, right down to the externally mounted index 
lever for the aperture ring. It is to be remembered that pre-war and 
early post-war Japanese equipment is very difficult to locate today. 
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On December 7, 1941, shortly before 0800, Aichi D3Al Type 
99 carrier bombers (Allied code name 'Val') began the attack on 
Pearl Harbor. During the attack, the Vals dropped their bombs 
aided by an optical 'Type 95' bombsight. The Vals dropped the 
first bombs of the Pacific War. What company manufactured this 
optical instrument for the Val? Nippon Kogaku manufactured 
the 'Type 95' bombsight for the Imperial Japanese Navy. 

The 'Type 95' was a non-magnifying sight (1 power) with a 
field of view of 20 degrees. The sight measures 27 inches long 
with a diameter of 1 & 3/41h inches. It is light, weighing just 
under 6 pounds. The optical 
system (there appear to be 6 
elements in 3 groups) provided 
a generous eye-relief of74rnm 
(almost 3 inches). This enabled 
the 'Type 95' to be mounted 
outside the front windshield of 
the Val. The reticule was a rect
angular grid pattern with scale 
markings of 2-10 horizontally 
and 2-12 vertically. 

This particular type of air-
craft sight was designated an ~~ 

' Occluded Eye Gunsight' 
(OEG). OEG aircraft sights al
lowed the pilots to use both 
eyes with the added benefit of binocular vision. The pilot would 
concentrate on the target and not the sight during a bomb run. 
The pilot's eyes would blend the reticle grid pattern in the sight 
with the target. This type of sight enhanced peripheral vision. 
Further details of the bombing method for this sight is unknown, 
but it undoubtedly required considerable skill from the pilots. 

The sight depicted in this article is the correct vintage for a 
Pearl Harbor Val. The data plate on the box translates to: 

Type 95 bombsight 
Serial number 1241 
Nippon Kogaku KK 
June 1941 

This example is in exceptional condition. It appears to have 
all the original accessories. The outfit includes; a yellow screw
in eyepiece filter, leather eyepiece cover, screwdriver, dusting 
brush (with the original paper cover), 2 keys and a silk cleaning 
cloth, still wrapped in yellow cellophane. Somehow, this 'spare' 
sight survived 62 years in this pristine condition. 

BY RICHARD LANE 
The 'Type 95' was also used aboard the Mitsubishi FIM2 Type 

Zero Observation Seaplane (Allied code name 'Pete'). The de
sign of the sight made it adaptable to either the Valor Pete. A 
lever at the rear connected to a shaft running the length of the 
sight. This shaft connected to the nose cone shaped front protec
tive cover. During operation, this front cover was rotated 90 de
grees exposing the front optical element. The shaft that connected 
this front cover was used 'as equipped' for the Pete. For the Val, 
part of the shaft was removed and another shaft then connected 
to a lever mounted inside the windshield. 

Over 130 Vals attacked Pearl Harbor. During the attack one 
Val was lost during the 1st wave and 14 dOling the 2nd

• The Na
tional Archive photo in this article shows a recovered shot down 
Val from the carrier Kaga. The 'Type 95' can be seen mounted 
ahead of the windshield of the plane. 

There is an earlier version of the 'Type 95' that does not 
have the protective front cover and assembly. N-K manufactured 
the earlier version before 1941. The total production quantity is 
unknown. It is possible that N-K manufactured well over 1,000 
units for the Navy. It is also possible that other makers produced 
this sight as well. 

Here it yet another example of N-K optical equipment used 
on board Pearl Harbor aircraft. The Nikon Historical Society has 
now profiled N-K sights used on 2 of the 3 types of aircraft that 
attacked Pearl Harbor (Kate & Val). The only aircraft that 
remains .. the Type Zero Fighter. We may well discover that Pearl 
Harbor Zero's were equipped with N-K manufactured 'Type 98 ' 
reflector gunsights as well. 
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THE 'GLICO' 

TOY 
NIKON F! 
BY MASATO IMANISHI 

The red box with a picture of a runner is very familiar to most 
Japanese readers from their childhood. This is 'Glico' caramel 
sold in Japan for many years with small toys for children. 

The Glico Company recently released a series of small toys, 
which they call the "Time Slip Series". It consists of a variety of 
miniature goods reminding us Japanese of the good old fifties 
and sixties, when we were not as wealthy as today. The minia
ture toys are, for example, one-piece electronic stereo set, 3-
wheeler delivery truck, manual sewing machine, streetcar, 
vacuum cleaner, figure models of old cartoon heroes, etc. 

A big surprise is that our Nikon F is one of them! One must be 
very lucky to find a Nikon F, because it is impossible to know 
which item is inside the package until it is opened! This tiny 
Nikon F has been rather famous in Japan, but many NHS mem
bers might not yet know of it. 

These Fs are made of hard and fine plastic. The silver F set 
consists of the main body, eye-level finder, 50/f1.4 lens, blower 
and flash unit. The black F set, which is much rarer than the 
silver, is packaged with the 1000mm Reflex-Nikkor instead of 
the flash unit! 

It is amazing that you can actually assemble and disassemble 
them into the main body, finder, lens and flash . You can see the 
focusing screen when you remove the finder as if it is really 
there. Also, the finish of the reflex lens is very similar to the real 
item! Each of the parts is engineered very precisely for its size 
and it is hard to believe that it is simply a toy for children. 

In Japan you can still get one Glico for only 2.5 US dollars or 
less in most supermarkets. 

These fine models were designed by Kaiyodo, which is a very 
famous maker of character figure hobby kits. Each of the minia
ture Fs was manufactured in China and painted by hand. 

They are often sold at Internet auctions in Japan at fairly good 
prices and this indicates that the Nikon F still has the power to 
attract many people even in the 21 st Century. 
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--SPOT! A SHORT 

HlsTORY. .. BY DAVE BARTH & DICK FARROW 

NIKON 'F' 
FINDERS .. 

This paper has been developed from information collected 
and graphed by NHS member Dick Farrow. It may not be exact, 
but it is a close approximation of the relationship between Nikon 
F body serial numbers and the various types of finders that were 
sold with them. Feedback from the membership is welcome and 
can be directed to either author or the Society. 

STANDARD EYELEVEL FINDER 
This finder was offered with the first Nikon F, #640000 I, released 
in March of 1959, and was produced throughout the F era up to 
camera #7451052 in May 1974. Many professionals preferred the 
standard finder even after the metered finders were developed. 
These days, a standard finder is usually worth more than a me
tered finder in the same condition. Part of the reason is that most 
older meters no longer work, and a sleek, compact standard finder 
may be more desirable than a metered finder that is inoperative. 
Some Nikon enthusiasts prefer the look of an F body with a stan
dard finder than the bulky metered version. 

PHOTOMIC F 'FLAG SWITCH' FINDER 
This is the first metered finder for the Nikon F. It was introduced 
in March 1962, with approximate body #6450001. It is some
times referred to as a "Type I" Photomic Finder. The light mea
surement was made at a window on the front of the finder. This 
is probably the rarest F finder since fewer than 25,000 were manu
factured. 

PHOTOMIC F BUTTON SWITCR FINDER 
This was the second metered finder for the Nikon F. it was intro
duced in October, 1963, about 6 months before the 100,000'h 
Nikon F came off the assembly line. It was offered with approxi
mate body serial #6470000, and is sometimes referred to as a 
"Type II" Photomic F Finder. Like the Type I flag switch finder, 
light measurement was made at a window on the front exterior 
of the unit. The only external difference between the Type I & II 
finders is the battery switch. 

PHOTOMIC 'T' FINDER 
This was the first ' through-the-lens ' (TIL) metering finder for 
the Nikon F. It was introduced in September, 1965, with approxi
mate body serial #6580000. The 'T' finder did not fit bodies 
manufactured prior to this time, and Nikon had to change the 
body slightly to accommodate it. Bodies that were modified were 
so indicated by a 'red dot' placed in front of the serial number on 
the left top plate. In at least one case, a new red dot body was 
sold by an authorized Nikon dealer with an earlier Photomic F 
button switch finder. 

With the introduction of this finder, the eyepiece was changed 
from rectangular to circular. Just prior to the end of 'T' finder 
production, around body #6780000, the triangular logo on the 
top plate of the F bodies was changed to simply 'Nikon '. Black 
bodies with the older logo have been seen by Dick Farrow that 
have higher serial numbers than chrome bodies with only 'Nikon '. 

Bodies with red dots continued to be manufactured from at 
least body #6575857 through the short lived 6600000 series that 
used only about 2,500 numbers before the 6700000 series was 
begun (presumably to prevent overlapping with rangefinder bod
ies?). This means that at least 22,500 plus red dot F bodies cou ld 
be around. It is not known at this time if ' non red dot' bodies 
were produced anywhere within this 22,500 serial number se
quence. The outcome of this situation is that bodies with red 
dots have become collectible because of their rarity. More rare 
are the 2,500 or so F bodies in the 6600000 series. 

PHOTOMIC 'TN' FINDER 
This was the second TIL metering finder for the Nikon F, identi
fied by a white 'N' next to the battery switch on top. It had center
weighted metering. The 'TN' was introduced in April, 1967 along 
with body serial #6800000 and they were supplied with bodies up 
to about #6900000. 

PHOTOMIC 'FTn' FINDER 
This was the third, and final, TIL metering finder for the F. Intro
duced in September, 1968 (along with body #6900000) with an 
improved TIL center-weighted meter, and a better method of in
dexing the lens aperture to the meter. Instead of setting the disk 
on top of the shutter speed selector to the largest f-stop of the lens, 
as was done with the 'T' & 'TN' meters, you simply rotated the f
stop ring on the lens from minimum to maximum back to mini
mum (sometimes called the 'Nikon Shuffle'). This finder had the 
highest production run of any finder and was made until the end 
of F production in May, 1974. 
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Above is a Type I flag switch with a Type II button switch to its 
right. Note that both finders have the double threaded battery 
cap and not the chrome type shown in the literature. The photo 
at right shows both finders for comparison. Below are two Type 
Is', the one Oil the right having the small red dot just above the 
slot for the aperture index coupling pin (what might be its 
purpose?). Bottom left is a top view of a Type II showing the 
buttoll switch. The finder in the lower right is the hard to find 
black version of the Photomic T. All early finders were made in 
black but those before the final FTn version are much less 
common in black than ill chrome. 

- --
~ 

Nikon 
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In the case of the Nikon Photomic series of add-on metered finders, the last was definitely the best. The final model, the FTn shown 
above in black, was a very much improved design and an unqualified success in the market place. Not only did its center-weighed 
metering system work, but it was accurate when used properly; it was much better sealed from the outside elements; it looked less 
'bulky'than the previous models due to a narrower front name plate approaching that of the standard prism; allowedfor the use of 
the much faster and more accurate "Nikon Shuffle" method of indexing the lens aperture; and possessed the front mounted plastic
tipped pincer claw that firmly gripped the underside of the body name plate. This eliminated the 'wobble' found on all the preceding 
models. Finally you had a Photomic that locked on and felt like part of the body. The final FTn proved to be a competent adjunct to 
the nearly indestructible Nikon F body, often called 'an unbreakable hockey puck' by veteran repairmen such as Marty Forscher. 
Below photos illustrate the modification to the body finder well needed to allow the TTL finders to mount properly. The upper 
camera has not been modified. Note the missing metal in the body in the lower photo. This was the modification necessary to allow 
the TTL Photomics to mount and was first designated by the "red dot" before the body serial number. 
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THE RISE AND FALL OF 
EPOI ... WHEN AND WHY 

The enormous success of the Nikon F gave the ambitious 
Joseph Ehrenreich the resources to expand his photographic goods 
business into non-Nikon products. In September 1961 , he moved 
Nikon, Inc. to larger headquarters at III Fifth Ave. in New York. 
A year later, Joe created a new, publicly traded company, 
Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries (EPOI) and made Nikon, 
Inc. a subsidiary. Using the EPOI name instead of Nikon gave 
Ehrenreich the flexibility to import and di stribute equipment that 
had no connection to Nikon at all. 

While Nikon, Inc. had been the official distributor of Nippon 
Kogaku 's products in the U.S. since 1954, West Coast opera
tions remained under the control of Gary Lehmann in San Fran
cisco. In September 1962, Ehrenreich bought out Lehmann and 
made his firm a subsidiary of the new EPOI. Joe now had full 
contro l of all Nikon 's U.S. operations. 

Ehrenreich started the expansion of hi s import business with 
the Zenza Bronica line of 2 1/4 square, roll film SLR's. The suc
cess of the Hasselblad had made thi s a growth area, and since the 
Bronicas used Nikkor optics, including some of the same lenses 
that fit the Nikon 35mm cameras, thi s system was a logical choice. 
In time, the EPOI line of products grew to include (at one time or 
another) the Durst line of amateur and professional enlargers; the 
Kindermann, Jobo and Capro lines of photo-processing equip
ment including tanks and reels; Fujica; the Mamiya line of me
dium format cameras including their press, twin lens reflex and 
medium format SLR's but NOT their 35mm reflex cameras; the 
Komura line of lenses; the Sinar line of large format view cam
eras; Metz electronic strobes and Unitron Instruments. 

All this expansion could not fit into the Manhattan headquar
ters. In 1965 the company moved out to the open spaces of Long 
Island where they occupied new quarters on Stewart Ave. in Gar
den City. 

Until the 1970's, most overseas photographic manufacturers 
reli ed on American companies to import and distribute their prod
ucts . In the early days this was due, in part, to legal restrictions 
that discouraged foreign corporations from operating in the U.S. 
Foreign companies that did use their own solely-owned distribu
tors cou ld not prevent private individuals from importing their 
products. Such companies found that they were often competing 
with themselves. Individuals would import directly from Japan 
or Germany, crow about the deals they had gotten and then go to 
the American subsidiary for service when something went wrong. 
At least one company repackaged every piece of equipment they 
sold in the U.S. in order to determine whether equipment need
ing service had been a domestic sale or not. The foreign makers 
who used American-owned distributors could grant those dis
tributors excl usive rights to the names of their products. Ameri-

BY MICHAEL 'WES' LODER 
can companies could block importation of the names they had 
rights to. This protected he foreign makers, but gave the Ameri
can distributors greater control of product than a foreign-owned 
subsidiary could have at that time. Many foreign firms believed 
that an American distributor wou ld have a better feel for what 
products Americans would buy and could advertise them more 
effectively .... a belief the American companies encouraged. 

The American importers/distributors fell into 2 categories. 
A number of them were photo companies in their own right; 
Graflex , Besseler, Bell & Howell , and Heiland (later Honeywell) 
were all companies with established reputations in the photogra
phy field. Other companies made no products of their own, but 
acted only as importer/distributor. These included Ponder & Best, 
Berkey, Allied Impex (AIC), Hanimex, Karl Heitz and Burleigh 
Brooks. Some of these companies were so strong that they bought 
out other importers as well as earlier companies that the foreign 
manufacturers had set up. 

Minolta resisted, setting up its own company in the U.S. to 
import, advertise and distribute its own products and only its 
own products. It kept at it, but most foreign makers were unable 
to resist the lure of having an American distributor. By the mid
Sixties, most of the small , single product importers were gone. 
The big American importers grew and succeeded until the mid
Seventies when all the major surviving players dropped their 
American distributors and set up their own subsidiaries. 

Nippon Kogaku pursued a middle path. It decided that it 
was strong enough to use its own import subsidiary, and it set up 
such a company on paper, Nippon Kogaku Photo-Optical , Inc. 
At the same time, Nikon, Inc. remained the official distributor. 
In this way, NK gained the best of both worlds. It had control of 
its own import business, but still had the strength of Ehrenreich's 
experience and dedication . Besides, NK liked Joe and felt honor
bound to support the man and hi s company who had fought so 
hard to establish their company's reputation in North America. 
It did not hurt that after 1973, EPOI was a major stockholder in 
Nippon Kogaku. 

EPOI grew and prospered until the early 70's. In 1971 , NK 
entered into a ten-year agreement continuing EPOI's exclusive 
rights to sell Nikon products in the U.S. With his cash cow se
cure, Joe tried to expand further by pumping up demand for his 
non-Nikon products. Unfortunately, this operational expansion 
came at a time when the U.S. was entering an economic contrac
tion as the Vietnam War wound down. The weakenjng American 
dollar made importing less profitable. In addition, many of EPOI's 
other products had little reputation or lirillted demand. Nikon, 
Inc. remained the only profitable division. The Jobo and Capro 
lines did particularly poorly and simply could not compete against 



Kodak and Nikor. Almost every non-Nikon division began to show 
losses and EPOI stock dropped from a high of over $25 per share 
to the single digits. Remembering how Ehrenreich had helped NK 
in the early 1950's, Nikon agreed to bail EPOI out. It purchased 
enough shares to make itself the 2nd largest shareholder. 

Worse events soon followed. Canon finally decided to ad
dress the need for a professional 35mm SLR in its product line 
and in late 1970 introduced the Canon F-1. Some argued that 
this was simply the camera that Canon should have offered a 
decade earlier. Nevertheless, it made the Nikon F, with its cum
bersome add-on meter finders, finally out of date. The Canon F-
1 offered 112000 shutter speed, faster flash synch, high quality 
motor drives and other accessories. While press photographers
already heavily invested in Nikon-mostly took a wait-and-see 
attitude, the photography magazines all turned and said, "What 
are you going to do now, Nikon?" Here was a direct threat to 
EPOI's successful pro line, but what could Ehrenreich do? Ex
cept for the Nikkorex products of the early '60's, Nikon had al
ways stayed away from the low-end, amateur market. Nikon's 
products were high-end. As long as no other manufacturer pro
duced a high-end SLR, Nikon had that market to itself. Now it 
was no longer true. Nikon did not have a new professional model 
ready, and it had to develop one under pressure. In its 1971 an
nual report, EPOI offered a tantalizing glimpse of such a new 
camera, but it was still just an idea, a postage-stamp size photo 
barely mentioned in passing. 

In October, 1971 , the company formally announced the new 
F2, but it was the photographic equivalent of vaporware. EPOI 
had only a few samples to show the press. A special diode
equipped meter finder was promised that would couple to a servo
motor that would automatically set aperture. A Nikon rep readily 
admitted to me that a picture of this device was no more than a 
wooden dummy. The product didn ' t even exist. 

The Canon F-l was available in large quantities, and cutting 
into Nikon's sales. In an effort to salvage the 1971 Christmas 
season, NK shipped EPOI a major order in late November. The 
shipment disappeared between Kennedy International and Gar
den City. Someone hijacked an 18-wheeler full of Nikons! The 
equipment was never legally recovered. At first EPOI put up a 
brave face, stating that the shipment did not include any of the 
new F2 's that the dealers were so desperately demanding. This 
was not true. The shipment included enough F2 's for most deal
ers in the country to get at least one. What happened to these hot 
cameras and lenses? Rumor is that they slowly found their way 
into dealers and private individuals ' hands via backdoor transac
tions. Whatever happened, EPOI did not have them for Christ
mas 1971 and neither did the dealers. For months, the Nikon F2 
would be no more than an image sitting on red r cks in some 
desert. People could see it, but they could neither buy nor touch 
it. By the fall of 1972, the shortage of F2's was easing, but 
Ehrenreich did not get a chance to make the new model a suc
cess. On February 7, 1973, while on a business trip to Los Ange
les, Joe Ehrenreich died at age 65 of a heart attack. 

Herbert Sax took over as president, but the company never 
regained the sense of personal urgency that Joe had given it. In 
May, EPOI celebrated 20 years of Nikon in the U.S. with a series 
of four-page, full color ads in all the major photography mag a-
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zines. Here was an achievement of which EPOI and Nikon could 
be proud, but the industry was looking at other new things. What 
had happened? An easy answer would be that the company had 
been making nothing but Nikon F's and Nikkormats for so long 
that it found the retooling and the creation of a new assembly 
line more difficult than it had thought possible. Another answer 
might be that Nikon had gotten complacent and too used to suc
cess. 

EPOI did make it through that period and the F2 did be
come a success-although not the dominating success that the F 
had been. Part of the reason was that Nikon's competition-and 
not just Canon-was now promoting features that Nikon did not 
have. Olympus led the way with its compact and lightweight, 
full-system, full-frame SLR in 1973. Pentax would follow and 
add its multi-coated lenses to the mix-an innovation Nikon had 
pioneered with its 24mm lens years earlier but never promoted. 
Canon was touting its compact telephoto optics with low-disper
sion fluoride glasses. Minolta also decided to produce a full
system SLR. 

Nikon had never offered any non-interchangeable lens 
rangefinder cameras to compete with the numerous, profitable 
offerings from Canon and Minolta. It was the last of the 5 major 
Japanese camera manufacturers to produce an automatic cam
era. Nikon got back in the SLR game with the compact Nikon 
FM and automatic EM and advanced internally focusing ED 
telephotos, but the days when it could sell one camera body as 
the be-all for any professional or serious amateur were gone. 

Other factors were weighing in. The popular view of pho
tography as the next big thing, the "fourth R" as promoters like 
to say, was waning. By the late 70's, personal computing was the 
new hot thing and photography was losing its image as the lead
ing edge of technology. Prices, fueled by high inflation and in
creasing labor costs worldwide, were moving quality photogra
phy out of the high-end, amateur market. Nikon could not pro
duce enough of the professional equipment that there WAS de
mand for-such as the new F3-yet EPOI was having trouble 
liquidating huge inventories of old, lower-end equipment that 
would not sell. Joe Ehrenreich might have had an instinctual 
sense for the marketplace, but EPOI did not. (Then again, maybe 
nobody did, the late 70's saw many formerly big players in the 
business disappear.) Amateur point-&-shoot 35mm photography 
was booming, but public interest in serious photography was 
declining. The fortunes of the photo press declined with it. In 
1980, this meant higher advertising costs as the publishers raised 
rates to compensate for inflation and declining subscriber rev
enues. 

As early as 1978, business commentators, such as Robert Metx 
of the New York Times, were offering public speculation as to 
EPOI's future. The weak dollar compare to the Yen was making 
investment in American operations potentially lucrative. EPOI, 
with its weakened financial position, was an increasingly attrac
tive target. Takeover rumors fueled a rise in EPOl stock prices 
which climbed back up to over $11.00 per share. The biggest 
factor preventing such a takeover was NK's ownership of 17% 
of the stock. The Ehrenreich family owned 23%. As long as these 
two maintained a common interest, no outsider would step in. 
Besides, the Japanese did not like to "chase stock." In July, 1979, 



NK extended its contract with EPOI until 1983. This would have 
seemed to indicate satisfaction on NK's part with what EPOI 
was doing. An NK official had been a member of EPOI's board 
since 1970. In August, 1979, a second official from NK moved 
onto the board as its membership dropped from 9 to 7. Eiichi 
Suzuki and Shigeo Miyahara would serve on the board until the 
company's end. 

On June 14,1979, the relationship ofNK to EPOI changed 
dramatically when NK's stock ownership of the company in
creased to 40.6%. It did this by purchasing all the shares owned 
by Amelia Ehrenreich, Joe's widow, and those owned by trusts 
set up for the Ehrenreich children and the company itself. The 
Ehrenreich family got a special deal, receiving $15.625 per share. 

By April 1980, EPOI's financial picture had changed con
siderably. In contrast to the profitable 1979 fiscal year, EPOI 
was admitting net 9 month losses of over $8 million on sales of 
$114,557,000. Over $5 million of that loss came in the 3rd quar
ter ending January 31, 1980. The company, faced with default
ing on large loans, sold its shares in Nippon Kogaku (2% of 
total) on the open market-generating a net of $2.3 million. NK, 
in turn, agreed to help EPOI cover some of its escalating adver
tising costs, gave EPOI better wholesale prices, and backed some 
of the loans EPOI was in danger of defaulting on. But now a 
strong NK began to seriously consider whether running import
ing and distributing as two separate operations made sense in 
light of the changing economic times. Would it save money if it 
purchased EPOI and combined operations? 

By this time, EPOI had already dumped most of its non
Nikon product lines. Sax got control of costs and by that fall, the 
company saw modest balance sheet improvements in its Nikon 
division and a 20% improvement in its instrument division. Belt 
tightening, subsidized advertising costs and a smaller debt load 
put EPOI back in the black. Still, NK concluded that the time 
had come to take over. EPOI was back in the black only because 
of NK's help. NK could not see how EPOI would ever be able to 
function independently again. It proposed to buy all outstanding 
EPOI stock at $13.00 per share. Six months of negotiations fol
lowed. The final (May 15, 1981) report of the company traces 
EPOI's success and problems. In 1976 it had net sales of 
$77 ,997 ,000 or an income of $1.24 per share. It had a loss in 
1977, a small profit in 1978 and a larger profit in 1979. In 1980, 
despite sales of $152,621,000, it had a loss of $4.16 per share. 

NK proposed that the old Nikon, Inc. be merged with NK's 
American subsidiary, Nippon Kogaku Photo-Optical, Inc., to form 
a new company to be called Nikon, Inc-a single company that 
would be both importer and distributor. A few private stockhold
ers protested (the sweetheart deal between NK and the Ehrenreich 
family drew several lawsuits), but with a 40.6% ownership, NK 
did not even have to be hostile. In June 1981, the merger was 
complete, and EPOI ceased to exist. Note: In the end, private 
shareholders received $14.00 per share. 

In the long run, NK probably benefited from taking over the 
entire operation. For the employees of the old Nikon, Inc., it 
probably made little difference at the time since Nippon Kogaku 
Photo-Optical, Inc. had never been more than a legal fiction. 
Sax continued as the President of the new Nikon, Inc.; George 
Gelber, the Executive VP of EPOI continued in that same posi-

tion. Both continued to serve as directors on the new Nikon, Inc. 
board. Jonathan Ehrenrich, Joe's older son, retained a position 
of Vice-President through 1984. Amelia Ehrenreich had already 
left the board, but she remained a lifetime consultant of the new 
company. She endowed 5 scholarships in photojournalism at 
Columbia University and continued to be active for some time. 
She died on hme 5, 2002, at age 94. 

EPOI had actually handled every aspect of Nikon in the U.S. 
and EPOI employees continued to work under the new name. As 
late as 1982, repair slips sent from Nikon, Inc. still used the old 
EPOI masthead. For the smaller divisions of EPOI that had been 
piggy-backing on Nikon for years, the economic downturns of 
the 70's were a disaster and many of those companies soon dis
appeared into the past. 

Eventually Nippon Kogaku K.K. became Nikon, Inc. world
wide and the U.S. headquarters left Garden City, moving to 
Melville, New York and Torrance, California. The American sub
sidiary continues as Nikon (USA). 
Sources: 
The business section of the New York Times covered some of the 
events of this time period. In addition, the author was a stock
holder in EPOI from 1970 until the company's end in 1981. 
EPOl's annual and quarterly reports served as a source for much 
of the later events detailed herein. 

A SPECIAL 'NHS-R2S' 
Stephen Gandy and I continue to formulate plans with Cosina 

(Voigtlander) to produce a special limited edition NHS version 
of their new Bessa R2S camera. It appears that Cosina will manu
facture for us a batch of '50' specially engraved and numbered 
bodies for which Stephen and I have committed to. In addition, a 
very exciting NEW lens in Nikon RF mount will be shortly an
nounced. It will be made in only a batch of 500 pieces for the 
entire world and we are trying to obtain that as well and to offer 
it as an option to those who wish to have one. At only 500 made, 
most, if not all, will be sold in Japan and very few will ever get 
to the US or Europe. So we will continue to pursue this item as 
well. 

As prices become finalized we will let you know in these 
pages. It has not yet been determined what the lens will cost 
although we still feel the body will be in the price range men
tioned in NHS-79. 

This will be your chance to get not only an item marked with 
the NHS logo (the first such item ever), but one made in very 
small quantities of 50 initial cameras. And NHS members will 
get first shot at them. This camera will thus be collectible for 
two reasons: special markings and low production. Even if they 
sell well and we order a 2nd batch of 50, it still is a small num
ber in today's world. 

But we really need to get some feedback from the members. 
To date it has been less than inspiring. Those of you who feel 
you would be interested must let me or Stephen know, so we can 
talk to Cosina with some assurance that we know how many we 
would need. PLEASE GIVE US YOUR FEEDBACK! RJR 



ULI KOCH'S NIKON 
F BOOK IS HERE!! 

ORDER YOURS NOW 
Yes, it is finally ready! As I write this article (June 13th

) I 
have already received an advance copy of Uli Koch's landmark 
book on the Nikon F series. I have also been in contact with Jim 
McKeown who is the official distributor for North America, and 
he tells me it is already in transit to the U.S. Because of its weight 
it will be coming via sea mail, but should be here within a few 
weeks. By the time you receive this issue of the Journal I may 
already have them in hand. So now is the time to get your order 
in to me! 

As I have said before, I will make them available to NHS 
members only for 20% off the cover price plus shipping. The 
retail price is $189.00 for the boxed trilogy so the price to mem
bers here in the States & Canada will be $151.25 US plus ship
ping via first class (airmail to Canada). The books weigh in at 
almost 11 pounds so shipping & pricing is as follows .... 

United States ... (IST CLASS) ...... $151.25 plus $12.75 = $164.00 
(PARCEL POST ..... $151.25 plus $8.75 = $160.00 

(BOOK RATE) ........ $151.25 plus $5.75 = $157.00 
Canada ... (AIRMAILl) ............. $151.25 plus $21.75 = $173.00 

Naturally, members outside of the U.S. and Canada would 
do better buying from their local distributors since even with my 
20% discount, the shipping costs would be prohibitive and there 
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would be no savings. Therefore, I am sorry but I have to make 
this offer to just those members in North America. 

I have ordered 50 sets initially so please get your money to 
me as soon as possible. I will begin shipping as soon as they 
arrive. If you send a check please make it payable to either the 
Society or RJR Publishing. I can also take Paypal (cash only) 
and Bidpay (in my name only. 

Now that I have a production copy in hand I can tell you 
with all sincerity that it is everything I have said it would be and 
even more. It is beautifully printed and bound in 3 separate vol
umes and held within a fine quality slipcover case for protec
tion. It is a first quality publication that is simply loaded with 
information, tables and photographs. Believe me, everything 
you've ever wanted to know about the Nikon F system of cam
eras, lenses and accessories can be found within the covers of 
these three volumes. And all those facts are illustrated with re
ally fine photography and countless tables that organize the thou
sands of fascinating Nikon F facts in a clear and concise way. All 
of the many variations found in the Nikon F body, the many 
different finders and screens, the countless accessories and the 
awesome array of optics produced during the 14 years that were 
the Nikon F era, are covered in great detail. And not just external 
and cosmetic variations, but also internal modifications. Over 
those 14 years the Nikon F was "King of the Hill", and Nippon 
Kogaku was constantly adding and upgrading the system. It was 
a very special time for Nikon and the world of 35mm photogra
phy, and we now have a very special trilogy of books to docu
ment it for all time. The 'Nikon F Trilogy ' by Uii Koch will be 
THE definitive book on this greatest of all SLRs' and, in my 
estimation, will never be outdone! Order yours today! RJR 



I6"JOURNEY TO NIKON'S BIRTHPLACE" 

NHS-CON9 .... TOKYO 20041 
Plans continue to be formulated for NHS-Con9 to be held in 

Tokyo the week of February 22-25, 2004! Since NHS-79 we have 
been able to determine the actual dates of the Matsuya Show 
around which we will have our meeting. There has also been a 
change in hotels and that information is also included. Here is all 
the current information, with more to come next issue. 
Sunday, Feb. 22, 2004 ........... 6PM Registration & Welcome 

Party at the Akasaka Prince Hotel 
Monday, Feb. 23 ......... 9AM-Noon .. Morning Sessions at JCII 

Noon-2PM ........ Lunch and Visit to JCII 
2PM-5:30PM ........... Afternoon Sessions 
6PM-8PM ...... Swap meet (flea market) 

and buffet party at JCII hall. 
Thesday, Feb. 24 ........... Morning Visit to Nikon Ohi Factory 

Afternoon ... Sightseeing to Asakusa and 
Visits to Various Tokyo Camera Stores 

Wednesday, Feb. 25 .... Matsuya Camera Show in the Ginza. 
6PM .. Banquet at Akasaka Prince Hotel 

(actual times may vary but this is the probable schedule) 

The theme for our 9th convention will be: 

"JOURNEY TO NIKON'S BIRTHPLACE" 
On Monday we will have the actual meeting with speakers 

and guests. We hope to have present representatives from Nikon. 
We will have speakers and a slide presentation by the great Tony 
Hurst, plus a chance to meet and get to know fellow Nikon col
lectors from around the world. 

We will be using the Akasaka Prince Hotel, which is one of 
the more prestigious hotel s in Japan. It is located at Akasaka 
Mitsuke which is very convenient to the JCII Museum, Shinjuku 
& the Ginza. There is an Airport Bus that operates directly from 
Narita to the Hotel for easy access. Hotel rates are as follows , & 
they are good for some days before & after the meeting: 

1 PERSON PER ROOM .. 15,000 YEN PER PERSONINIGHT 
2 PEOPLE PER ROOM .. ll,OOO YEN PER PERSONINIGHT 

(These fees DO NOT include tax & service charges) 
You can learn more about the hotel , see some photos and get 
phone & fax information on their web site ..... 

www.princehotelsjapan.com 
Those who will be attending will be supplied with further 

information on how to get to the hotel from the airport as 
well as getting from the hotel to the Ginza. 
We will use the JCII for the actual meeting on Monday, and we 

should be able to visit the museum, which has the largest collec
tion of Japanese made cameras in the world. 

You should plan to arrive in Tokyo by Sunday afternoon to 
be ready for Monday 's meeting. Another reason is that our hosts 
are planning a welcoming party for us at the hotel on Sunday 
evening. This will give us all a chance to meet and also map out 
our plans for Monday & Tuesday so everyone knows where to 
be. It is possible that our hosts will have some very interesting 

items on display. I highly recommend that each of us try to bring 
something that we are especially proud of to add to any 'show & ... 
tell' session that might develop, and don't forget the Swap Meet 
on Monday evening. I have thought about a possible 'theme' for 
what to bring since we must travel light. Possibilities are: wide
angle lenses (21-35); small accessories (meters, close-up, shades); 
a particular camera model (I, M. SP, blacks), or whatever. Let 
me know your thoughts on this. GIVE ME FEEDBACK!! 

As in the past, each person is responsible for his or her own 
food, but we ask that all plan to attend the post convention din
ner on Wednesday, for which there will be a charge. 

Wednesday is Matsuya!! We will go down to the Ginza in 
mass to go to the premier old camera show held in Japan. 

The convention fee will be $100 for those received by mid
night December I't, 2003. After this date the fee is $125. The 
entire fee is refundable up to 12/31103. After this a 50% re
fund is possible, but only up to 1131/04. Why? Because part of 
the fee is used to purchase gifts, meeting room fees , and other 
items so much of the fee money will already be spent. Those of 
you outside of Japan can send your fee directly to me and I will 
forward it to Tokyo. Please make all checks and money orders 
payable to the Society in US dollars. Overseas members can 
use bank wires, international postal money orders, Paypal, 
Bidpay, checks drawn on a US bank, or cash. Contact me 
with any questions at rotoloni@msn.com or my fax at 219-
322-9977. The $100 fee will cover events on Sunday & Mon
day plus the trip to the facotry on Thesday. It does not cover 
the banquet on Wednesday or transportation costs for 
sightseeing. We must know who is coming as soon as you feel 
you are sure, since we need a head count to make our plans. 
Those who send their fee will receive separate mailings with any 
additional info, changes, maps, etc. So once you pay you will be 
kept informed of what is going on. Please contact me with any 
questions as soon as possible! THIS IS IMPORTANT!! 

More information is forthcoming and as the plans firm up 
you will read about them here on this page each issue. Besides 
JCII, the Ohi factory and the meeting itself, there is the welcom
ing party, Matsuya show, shopping in the Ginza or any part of 
Tokyo you wish since there will be ample time for you to go out 
on your own if you so desire. Those who want to bring wives, 
please do. There will be other wives there, some who have been 
to Tokyo before, so you ladies can have a nice time in the Ginza 
while we play with cameras. So bring her along! 

Now is the time to start making your plans. February is not 
that far off and will come very quickly. A trip of this magnitude 
takes some time and planning, so it is best you start soon. Please 
contact me at any time with your questions. We need to keep in 
touch to make this come off smoothly. 

GET YOUR FEE IN TO ME AS SOON AS 
POSSIBLE SO WE CAN DETERMINE 
HOW MANY WILL BE ATTENDING!! 



WEB SITES TO SEE!! 
www.nikonhs.org ............. THE OFFICIAL 'NHS' SITE!! 
www.camerabooks.com ....... Petra Kellers very large book list. 
www.cameraguild.co.jp/nekosan ... A very good Japanese site. 
www.cameraquest.com ............... Stephen Gandy's great site. 
www.tonyhurstnikon.com ...... Our own back cover Tony 's site. 
www.jonathanharris.co.uk ..... English site selling top quality 

Nikon, Leica, Hasselblad, etc. 
www.kenmarcamera.com .................. Ken Reisher's great site. 
www.qualitycamerashop.com ......... . Peter Lownds' site for his 

Nikon Museum and Camera Shop! 
www.nikon.co.jp ........................ Nikon Japan 's official site! 
www.nikon.co.jp/main/engld-archives/index.htm ... A section 
of Nikon's site dealing with the historical archives! 
www.nikonlinks.com .................. Very good site that tries to 
maintain a list of links to ALL Nikon resources on the Web! 
www.nikkor-c1ub.de ........ Site for German club maintained by 
none other than Peter Braczko! German language. 
www.nikkor-foto.de .... .... Site of Herbert Blaum with links to a 
Nikon user forum and classified ads. German language! 
www.nikon-f.de .. Uli Koch' s site for the latest info on his book! 
www.zoom-net.com ... New site for the International collector's 
magazine "Classic Camera". 
www.yoshino.ne.jp/kato/english.htm ... A commercial and in
formation site worth looking at. 
www.fieldgrassandgale.com .... They update their selling list 
every day and have many Nikon items! 
www.pacificrimcamera.com .. Items for sale but also see their 
"photographic pages" for information on Nikon RFs! 
www.graysofwestminsteLco.uk .. Official site for Gray's "Nikon 
Only" shop in London! 
www.nikonownersc1ub.com ..... See the latest in offers for club 
members and upcoming events & promotions. 
www.woodcam.com .. Richard Tillis ' "Woodmere Camera" site. 
www.mirandacamera.com .. Tom Surovek's Official Miranda 
site! 
www.keh.com.... Probably the largest used camera dealer in 
the world! Keep track of their ever changing inventory. 
www.leicashop.com .... Not just Leica! They carry a massive 
selection including many rare Nikon RFs. Check it out! 
www.usedcamera.com ... BruceSirovich·ssiteforbuying.sell
ing and repairing Nikon equipment. Check out their services! 
www.geh.org ... Site for George Eastman House Collection with 
over 124,000 pages! For Nikon & the One from the 'Marjoram 
Report' .. www.geh.org/fm/nikon/htmlsrc/nikon sldOOOOI.html 
www.katocamera.com ... website for Toshikazu Kato 's store in 
Nara Japan. A selection of new & used Nikon equipment to see. 
http://homepage2.nifty.comlakiyanroornlredboo'k-e.. If you 
have any interest in the really weird & oddball lenses made by 
Nikon, such as APO, Com, Fax, Ultra-Micros, Macros, etc, then 
you have to see this site! Run by Michio Akiyama, it is full of 
photos & info on all types of wonderful & practically unknown 
Nikkors! Really interesting stuff!! 
www.cosina.co.jp/r2sc/index.html.. Official site for Cosina and 
a good way to keep up to date on what may be coming out in the 
future for the R2S camera line. 

I, 
THE AUCTION SCENE 

I have the results of 4 auctions this issue to report to you. So 
here goes .... First off the results of the March 11th auction at 
Christies mentioned in NHS-79. Of the items listed the hammer 
prices, including buyers fee, were, in U.S. dollars .. . 
Nikon M #6091043 & 4 vintage lenses .................... $14,000 
Nikon M #6092237 w/1.5 Nikkor lens! ..................... $7,800 
Nikon SP w/1.4 in original box! ............................ $13,OOO 
Nikon SP 'BLACK' in original box! ...................... $40,000 
Reflex Housing Type II w/cable .............................. $5,200 
Those are some prices! Especially the black SP & Housing. On 

June 3rd
, Christie's had another auction! There were few Nikon 

items of interest save for a Nikon One #609212 win Nikkor. It 
was expected to bring between $17,000 & $25,000 but did not 
sell! It is not known if it was withdrawn or simply did not make 
minimum bid. A surprising result as it was a clean example. 

Stan Tamarkin held his auction on May 23 rd with some inter-
esting results, as follows ... (plus buyer's fee!) 
Micro-Nikkor #523530 ......................................... $3,300 
105mrnlf4.0 Nikkor #409512 .................................. $1,400 
Nikon S2 'BLACK' w/1.4 Nikkor ............................. $8,000 
Nikon SP 'BLACK' w/1.4 Nikkor ............................ $9,000 

Finally, there was the Westlicht Auction in Vienna on May 23 
& 24th. Here are some prices, including the buyer's fee .. . 
'Nikkor' F black (German version) ......................... $2,600 
Nikon F2 Titan #9202854 ....................................... $3,700 
Nikon F2 Titan with box ........................................ $4,200 
Nikon S3 'BLACK' w/Olympic 0.4 ........................ $12,000 
50mrnl0.4 Olympic lens #140939 ........................... $4,600 
Nikon I #609242 w/708557 .................................... $21,000 

Some really interesting items and note that this Nikon I did 
sell. And look at that black Olympic S3! So if someone asks if 
Nikons are still doing well in the current 'soft' economic condi-
tions, the answer is ........ Hell Yes They Are! RJR 

THE 'RED DOT' F!! 
I would like to continue with our 'red dot' Nikon F project 

begun in NHS-79. I will run the list of numbers each issue as 
they come in to me. If, and when, the list get too large I will then 
adopt the method I use for the black RF bodies; just list addi
tions each issue instead of an entire listing. The short article in 
NHS-79 by Dave Barth sparked a great deal of feedback. It ap
pears that the 'red dots ' are a popular subject. I have had quite a 
few new numbers reported to me, so here goes! RJR 

6575857 -black! 6588473 6588996 6589536 
6591338 6591472 6592527 6593766 
6594045 6595426 6595570 6597102 
6597524-black! 6597548-black! 6598119 6600021 
6600057 6600455 6600595 6600664 
6601150 6601861 6602374 6602497 



~.NHS e-mail LIST 
ROBERT.T. ROTOLONI.. .. roto\oni @msn.com 

As a service to my members I will run an updated list each and every issue of the 
NI KON JOURNAL, so keep me informed. Any addresses added or changed since ~ 
last issue are in bold italics! This listin has b It U dated as of une 30 2003. 
PETER AB RAHAMS .... ... ... .... ... . ... te lscope@europa.com 

Website ... europa.coml- telscopelbinotele.htm 
TOM AB RAHAMSSON .. . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . ...... .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. tt abraha ms@ao l. com 
BILL ADAMS .. .. ... .... .... .. .. ... .... ............. badams6456@aol. com 
TED BACHO 
DOUG BA KE R .. ............ .. . .. 

............... tedbacho@aol.com 
.... d ba ker9 128@aol. co m 

.............. . . .. . .. . .. .. visual. art @pl a ne t. nl JOB BA KK ER 
ROBERT BAK KER ........... . .. . .. .... .. .. .. rsc ba kker@ pl a ne t.nl 

.......... d vbarth @aol.com 
Website .. . starattraction.com 

DAVE BARTH .. .... . 

HARVEY BENNETT .... .. ........ .. .. .. .. .... .... .. hbb 11 2 1 @ao l. co m 
SCOTT BILOTTA.... .. ... scott @vintagephoto. tv 

Web site .. .. .... www.vintagephoto.tv 
ALAN BLA KE.. . .. . .............. ........ . .. . .. . ... .. . .. .arbe l@btinte rne t. com 
HANS BRAA KH UIS ..... . .... .......... .. ........... braakI1 7@wxs. nl 
C HR IS BRENT.. . .. . .. .. . .. ......... . .... c hri s. bre nt @kin gssc hool.uk .com 
ALAN BRODY.. . ...... ...... ...... .. .... a la nc brody@ao l. com 
PETER BR UNNE R ...... ............. .. ........... pe ter.b wrea l@mi ght y. net 
URS BRUNNE R ........ ................ .. .......... brunneru@heag.ch 
JOSE M IGUEL CABA RR US .. .. ... mig ue l@phil webinc.co m 
LU IG I CANE .. . .. . ... ........ . ........ .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . ... snapshot @mi cro net. it 
DANILO CA PUAN I ... .. ... . .. . ... .. . ............ ... ... .. .... .. . dortilJ @hotlllail.colll 
MARV C HAIT...... . .... .. .. . .. . .. . .. .... .... .. . ..... .. ... marv555 5 @ao l. com 
JOSEP H CHA RLES .. .... .. ...... .. jdc harl es@allt e l.net 
SAM CLAR K .. . ............. .. ...... .. sc lark@ methodi st. edu 
ROBERT COOLIDGE.. . .. .................... ... .... rcoo lidg@ mindspring.co m 
BRUCE COWAN ............. .. .. . ...... .. ... .. .. . .............. bruce.cowan @s haw.ca 
RICHA RD CR EUTZ ... ... .. . .. . .. . ................... .. ... .... .... richard.crelltz@yle.fi 
XAV IER C RI STAU. .. ......... c ri sta u @tin .it 
LARS DAC HNIO ...... .......... .. ..... I.dac hni o@c ityweb.de 
ALV IN DATTNE R . .. ........................... a. l.datt @ni s4 u.com 
GE RALD DAV IES 
JEFF DEAN 
DON DEDERA 

...... ge ra Id .da v ies6 @bto pe nwo rld .com 
........ . .. . .. . ... . .. . ............................ j e ff .dean @a tt. ne t 
........ . .. . .. ....... .... .. ................... do ndede ra@ao l. com 

RIC HARD deSTOUTZ ... . ........ . ............. destou tz@swissonli ne.c h 
DO ALD DiNARO.... .. ........ .. ..................................... do ndi @ptd .ne t 
PAUL E IC HE BERGER .. pe ic he nberger @spa ld ing.edu 
UWE FLAMMER 
J EFF FELTON 

.......... uwe fl a mme r@g mx. ne t 
..... ........ .... . .. . .. . .. . .. . ................. jrfe lt on @earthlink .net 

J fe lton@westernu .edu 
STEVE FISC HER ..... ste vea ndca te fi sc her@attbi .com 
M ILE GALOS ................ .. .. ....... . mikega los@ msn.com 

...... Ie ica ni ko n@earthlink .net STEPHEN GANDY ................................... . 
Web site .......... www.cameraquest.com 

PAUL GA RRETT .. .... .. .. ... . ... .. .. ...... . ........ . .. ...... . .. ........ . ..... Silllloso @aol. colll 
JOHN GOM PF, J R .. . .. . .. ...... . .. .. .. .. go mpfe r@ptdpro log. ne t 
DON GRESOC K.. .. .... ......... .. .. g resockd w@sti c.net 
PIERRE GOUTET... .. .... pi e rre.go ute t @wanadoo. fr 
HARVEY HANSEN ........ ...... ...... . .. .. .... . harvey@post8. te le .dk 
M IC HAL HANUSCA K. .. .............. mh @sto nlin e .sk 
JOH N HARRIS ............... . ........... .. ... . .. . ... .. ..... .. .... .. .. ex120@yahoo.COIll 
JONAT HA HAR Ri S .. ... ...... ... . .... . .. .. ............... j on @jonath anharri s.co.uk 
HARRY HARPS . .. .... .. .... .. . .. .... ........ .. .... hha rps@ lycos.co m 
RUD I HIL LE BRAN D.. . . ......... hill ebrand @photodea l.ne. uun et.de 
LIONEL HOUDE.. ...... ...... ...... .. .................. Ii o ne lho ude@ ao l. com 
TONY HURST.. . .. ...... to nyhurst @e irco m.ne t 

Website .. . tonyhurstnikon.com 
ED IANN I .. .. .......... .. ....................... e fi 115 3@aol. co m 
BILL J AC KSON 
NIC K JANNES .................. .. ...... .. .. 
RENE JANSSEN ..... .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . 

.. w i II iam.j ac kso n@uchsc.edu 
........... jann es6@ mc hsi .com 

.. . .. . .. . .. ... re ne@ renej ansse n.com 
GEORGE JEN KI NS . .... . .. . .. . ..... . .... .. ....................... .. .. j suzgeo@aol. co m 
DON JON ES.. . .. ..... .. ... .. . .. ... . .. . .. ... . .. .. .. dajo nes@ fseltd .freeserve.co. uk 
JAN JONKER .. . 
TOSH IK AZU KATO 
YUK I KAWA I. .......... 
TO Y KE KA LOS 
PETRA KELLERS 

ROBERT KNO W LES 
ULRI C H KOC H 

.. . .. j a nj@ nl .pac kardbe ll .org 
.... tosy3@ att g loba l .ne t 

......... .. .. kawa i- tp @nifty.co m 
.. .............................. tonyk @g tii .co m 

....... .. .... ....... .. .. Pke IlIO 14@aol. co m 
Website ... camerabooks.com 

...... .. .. . .. . .. .. ............. rkn owles@syv.com 
.................... .. ................ uli_ koch @t-online.de 

LOTHA R KOEN IG ..... ....... .. . .. . ........................ .. ........ nh s@ lkoe ni g.co m 

ERN IE KR ALIC K .............. . .... .. .... . .. .. .. .. ...... .. niko nsa n @msn.com 
BILL KRA US ......... .. ...... .... . w illi am.krau s@ ato fin a.co m 
FRED KR UGHOFF.. ... . ..... .. .. . ...webmaste r@romdog.co m 
WOLFGA NG K USTER.... . .... ... . ........ ...... .. .. w.a .kues te r@g mx. de 
REI NHARD K UTTNE R .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .... r.kuttn er @c he llo.at 
ROB LA FFER .......... .. .. .... .............. .. ..... nikonf@ao l. com 
J ERRY LAD ERBERG ..... mi sterj e ll y22207@yahoo.co m 
RI C HARD LANE ......... . ... .. .. .... carrl ane@aol. com 
JIM LEATHEM .. ....... . ..... .. ... . .......... .. ............. .. ...... jeldgl@safeaccess.colll 
JOHN LEE.. .... ...... .. . .. .... .. .. ... .. ... ........ . ....... j w leeO I @alumni .po ly.edu 
G RAY LEVETT .. .. ...... .. ... . ....... info@graysofwestminster. co. uk 
MATTHEW LI .... .. . ...... .. .. matlin @netvigator. co m 
EBERHARD LO EFFLER... . ... eberh ard .loe ffl e r@balcab.ch 
C HRI S LO NN ................................................ ........ clo nn I @sa n.rr. co m 
RO NA LD LoPI TO .... .. .. ...... .. ................ .. . .. ...... ronl opinto @prodi gy. net 
PET ER LOW NDS .. .. .. . ..... .. ... .. .. .. .. nikon @qualitycamerashop.com 

ERNESTO LUC IDI 
KA RL M ANTYLA 
JAM ES MARTIN ............. . 
MARK MASSARI 

Website . .. qualitycamerashop.com 
. .............. e .luc i@ti sca linet.it 

............. kfotog@juno.com 
.. shata naka@ao l.com 

. .... mmassa ri @ucsd .edu 
JOS EF MAYRHOF ER ......... .. .. . .. . .. . ..... fotom ay rhofe r @foto mayrh o fer. co m 

Website .. . fotomay rhofer.com 
'C Y' M E YER .. ...... ........ . ...cymeyer @th eri ve r. com 
VELI MI ETTINEN .. ...... ............ .. . .. ... ve li.miettine n@hindu .pp.fi 
CA ROL MIKESH.. . ....... .. ...... .. ............ .. . bjmikes h @ao l. com 
JOH N MILLHAM ... .... .. .. .. .... .j ohn a millh am @aol. co m 
BRI AN M UGALlA N.. . .. ....... .. .... ....... .... . . ...... bmuga li a n@sa nd c.com 
DOUG LAS A PIER .. . .. ....... .. . .. . .. ... . .. . ... .. .... . ..... do u g l a~@ dugwerks.com 

AL NELSON ...... . ..... .. .... . .... ....... ... ........ ... ....... .... lIelsoIl5248@aol.colll 
WA RR EN NORRELL.. . .. ...... ..... .... . warre n@minn .net 
YA SU YUKI OCHIAI ........... .. . ... .. . .. .. . sp5 @ma 2.justn et.n e.j p 

Website . ... www5.justnet.ne.jp/-sp20001 
MIK E OTTO . ...... ........ . ........ pac ri m @te le port. com 
C HRI S O ZDOB A .. .. .. . .. ...... c hri soxdoba@ netsca pe. net 
T E D PA PPAS .. .. . ..... tp appas999@ao l. co m 

Website ... TedPappas.com 
RI C H PINTO .................. pho tovilla @ao l. co m 
BUD PR ESGROV E...... ............. .. ........... .. .... budbud wa tch @ao l. co m 
RI C H ARD PURDI E......... ......... .. .. . .... . ..... . ... rw purdi e@aol. co m 
ARTH UR Q UINLAN ........................... .. . aquinl a n@quinl anso mervill e.com 
DA RAN DAL ....... .. .. ........ . .... . da nra n3@ aol. com 
THI ERRY RAVASSOD ......... ... .. mag ic .wo rld @wa nadoo.fr 
O LIV ER REDDAWAY .......... .. .. .. .. ......... o li verredd away@alpha .net. au 
KEN REISHER .. . .. . .. ... . .. . . ............ ..... ....... .. . .......... calllerakell @aol.colll 
IGO R REZN IK ............ .. . .. .. .. ... . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .............. igo rcame ra@ao l. com 
BO B RO GEN ...... .. ......... . .. . .. ......... . .. . teamrogen @msn.com 
J E RRY ROLD ... .. ................................ jlro ld @worldn e t. att.n et 
PHILIPPE SALOMON ............ .. ............... psa lomo n@bluewin .ch 
JOH N S ANDERS ........ .. ................ . ... sandersjm @aol. com 
CHRISTOPHER SAP .. . ... . .. . .. . ..... . ......... . ......... .. christophe.sap@belgacolII.llet 
S ERGIO SASSO ..................... . ....................... saxse r @tin .it 
AL SATTERWHIT E .................... avs film @earthlink .ne t 

Website ... alsatterwhite.com 
RUDO LF SCHEN KER ............. ruedi sche nker @frees urf.c h 
PAU L SC HLOEG EL ..... ........... .. ........ psc hloege l@cox. net 
KE SC HWA RTZ .......... .. ............... ... ........... . ..... kas des ig n I @ao l. com 
ST EVE SC HWARTZ ......... .. ... .. .. . .... . .... . .............. came ra rts@ msn.com 
L ES SEE LIGSO ..... .. .. .. .. ........... Irs@s dhdl aw.co m 
BO B SIMPSON .......... . ................. bob @s to ne mill s. net 
PET E R S M ITH.. .. . ............................. .. .nik onsmith @ao l. co m 
GA RY STO NE ... .. . .. ........................ .. .... .. . .. ...... sto neho use@ theg rid .net 
T O M S UROV E K . ....... .... ...... .... ...... . .. ... .. . .. .......... tom surovek @ao l. com 
ROG E R SWA N . . ... .. ....... .. . ........ .......... .. ...... swanfoto@ ia fri ca.com 
MIK E SYMONS ........... .. .. ......... msy mons6456@ te lus. net 
A KITO TAMLA ...................... .... .................... . .... ata m @fin e.oc n.ne.jp 
TOM THOMSO N .. . ..... ............ .. .. .... tth omso n53@ mediao ne. net 
RO BERT TR UDELL .... .. . .. . .. . ....... .. .. ..... .. .. ....... . ...... trude llr@lv.rmc i.ne t 
G. H. T SU R UOKA.. . .. . .......... .. . ... ........ .. .................... g tro ka@ao l. com 
G REG VANN ASSE ..... ..... . ......... .. .. ... .. ... .. . g regbuys@ade lphi a. ne t 
J EA N-PI ERR E VERGI NE ............ jpverg ine@compuse rve.co ml 
PA U L- H EN RY vanHASB ROEC K... .. ........ .... .... has broeck @ao l. com 
KENNETH WAGNER ............. . ......... .. .. . ..................... ke nwag@aol. co m 
PET ER WALNES .......... . ....... . .... . .. .. . . ..... p.waln es@ fie ld grassand ga le.co m 
ROB ERT WARWI C K. .......... .. . .. . ... ... trito n.londo n@btin tern et. co m 
M EL WILNER .......... . .. ........... .. ....... .. ........ dplmd @nyc .rr.co m 
BRI AN WOLFE.. ... .. . .. .... .. .. ... ca meras@ bp wltd .com 
RAY YOU NG ..... al exyankov ic@juno.co m 
DAL E Z IC AR ELLI ........................................ ... info @acti o ncam e ra .com 
DA NI EL Z IRINSKY ........ .. . .. ... ......... . .. . .. . ... .. ....... ... camrabug@aol. co m 
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SPECIAL ISSUE: Rangefinder Nikons 

I9 
SPECIAL NIKON 'RF' 

ISSUE IS PUBLISHED 
The special issue of 'CLASSIC CAMERA' devoted to the Nikon 
Rangefinder series mentioned in NHS-79 has been published! 
AND IT IS A BEAUTY! This is the most extensive coverage of 
the Nikon RF system other than our own Journal to appear in the 
English language in quite some time. Those of you who want to 
learn even more about our favorite '35' and view some outstand
ing photos of some very rare items as well as the more common, 
this is for you. If your appetite for things Nikon RF is anything 
like mine, every new publication on the subject is an automatic 
'must have' , and this magazine is just that. Besides your editors 
small contribution on the early prototypes (with the help of NHS 
member Tad Sato), there are some superb Tony Hurst color pho
tos & articles by Luigi Cane & Mario Muraro & others. You 
should see it if for just a taste of the European perspective on 
Nikon collecting. Even though it is usually only available by 
subscription, I have been told that it is so ld at larger book & 
magazine outlets in major cities & that individual copies can be 
ordered from the publisher. If you are interested please contact 
them directly at: ZOOM AMERICA, P.O. BOX 1270, NEW 
YORK, NY 10IS6 ....... 800-S3S-674S ...... FAX .... 973-783-3368 
In addition,Petra Keller has 100 copies in stock for immeidate 
shipment. See here website at www.camerabooks.com or call 
toll free 1-888-338-1350. CHECK IT OUT!! RJR 

FIELIDGJRA§§ & GALE 

(onlocl: PETER WAlNES (LHSA AND NHS MEMBER SINCE 1982) 

FKELDGRA§§ & GALE 
Nicholsons Yard 

Hinton St. Mary, Dorset DT10 1 NF 
PHONE: 01258 471717 FAX: 01258 471718 

Email : p. walnes@fieldgrassandgale.com • www.fieldgrassandgale .com 

LEICA NIKON CONTAREX 
Also leico copies (leota x, Honso, Kordon, etc) 

SINGLE ITEMS OR COMPLETE COLLECTIONS 
PLEASE CONSIDER US WHETHER YOU ARE SELLING YOUR 

CAMERA COllECTION OR GRADUALLY BUILDING ONE. 
JUST LOOK AT SOME OF THE RARE 
JEWELS WE HAVE SOLD RECENTlY: 

Block point M2/M3/M4, grey enamel M2, olive green M land M3 bodies, M3 Betriebsk #1 004 w~h 
'Summikron' (lager vol.1 p.IBI), 2 very early production M3 bodies (numbers under 700150), 3 chrome MP linc 
no.366, p70 'leico in (olour' von Hosbroeck), black MP no.123 los illustrated p.81 'lei" (ollectors Guide', Dennis 
laney), M2M and M4M (both with moto,,), block M4 with 'Midtond Canada' top plate, M4-P half frame, M3 

prololypes, dummies, Betriebsk and '"t.woys. 50 year anniversary CI, M4 and MS. Chrome MP2 with molor! 

Leica 0 Inull series) no.126, Leica I Anasligmal no.221 lillustroted p.126 ' leico (ollection', Shinichi Nakamura), 
dialsel and rimsel Compurs. Leica II 'Luxus' lillustroted p.34 ' leico in (olour' von Hosbroeck). Leica 12, 

I(onodion, German and prototypes). 250 'Reporler' bOlh FF and GG, block 1111 and IIIg ISwedish army), pre· 
production Ig and IIIg bodies Isome illustrated in lager vol.l), 33/3.5 Slemar sel, 35/3.5 Slereo Elmar 
lonly 32 ever mode!) and 90mm 17 Slereo lens. Mooly molors, chrome, grey and block! 

Very many eorly prololype Leicallex models, some with interchangeable prism, some with unusual motors and 
some finished in block point. Also Leicallex mk.1 and mk.2 bodies in block point finish. Early Leica copies 
including several Hansas, Canon J, Canon JS, Canon S, Leolax Specials Ivorious models, all with correct and 
original letona Anastigmat lenses). Nikon rongefinder equipment including Nikon I, black Nikon S3, S3 
Olympic, black SP with motor and black S3M with motor. 35/3.5 Slereo Nikkor. Nikon F# 6400xxx. 



20 
CLASSIFIED ADS 

FOR SALE. .. Two Nikon DP-l finders, mint-, $260.00 each; two 
others in EX+ shape, $250.00 each; another in EX condition, 
$ 175.00; Nikkor 45mm fI2.S GN, AI'd, mint-, $260.00. Jake 
Jacobson at ..... jaeriaI2@aog.com 

WANTED ... Unusual Nikkors, like Ultra-Micro, Repro, Fax, Fax
Ortho, U.v. , CRT, Aero, Cine, COM, some APO & Process, 70mm 
& 150mm Micro-Nikkors, Macros (for Multiphot) & any strange 
ones you might have. Must be in excellent plus condition or bet
ter! Please E-mail johnamillham@aol.com or write, fax or phone 
John Millham, 82 Brasenose Road, Didcot, Oxfordshire, OXll 
7BN, United Kingdom. +44 (0) 1235-817-157. 

SELLING/TRADE LIST ... Those of you who would like to 
receive my list with each issue of The Journal need only tell me 
so and it shall be done. I try to add items with each edition & 
always include a large amount of Nikon RF & Reflex items. 
Also included are products from other quality makers such as 
Bronica, Canon, Pentax, Zeiss and others. Consignment items 
are always welcome! If you have a list make sure to send me a 
copy! I am always open to trades of all bnds! Robert Rotoloni, 
P.O. Box 3213, Munster, IN 46321. My NEW FAX number is 
219-322-9977 or you can e-mail meat .... rotoloni@msn.com 

NEW MEMBERS 
HIDEHARU KAWAMOTO 
IS4-11 , SATONONISI, KUSE, 
JOYO-CITY, KYOTO PREP. 
610-0102 JAPAN 

TANO VASSALLO 
'URBANA' 61 WORKERS AVE. 
RABAT RBTOS 
MALTA 

NEW ADDRESSES 
HENRY BURNETT 
460 BROOKSIDE WAY 
FELTON, CA 9501S-9636 

FRED KRUGHOFF 
204 HUNTINGTON STREET 2A 
BROOKLYN, NY 11231 

FRANK LANDRY 
3100 SUNDORN STREET 
JEFFERSON, LA 70121 

AL SATTERWHITE 
P.O. BOX 3394 
BLUE JAY, CA 92317 

NHS BACK ISSUE & 
REPRINT SERVICE! 

AVAILABLE "ORIGINAL" BACKISSUES OF THE "NIKON 
JOURNAL" INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING NUMBERS: 

32,40,41,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,53,54,57,58,59,60, 
61,62,63,64,65,66,67,68,70,71,72,73,74,75,76,77,78,79. 

$7.00 EACH IN U.S.A. POSTPAID 
$9.00 EACH OVERSEAS POSTPAID 

HIGH QUALITY COPIES PRINTED ON 11X17 PAPER THEN 
FOLDED AND STAPLED (INCLUDES "ONLY" THOSE IS
SUE NUMBERS NOT LISTED ABOVE!) 

$5.00 EACH IN U.S.A. POSTPAID 
$7.00 EACH OVERSEAS POSTPAID 

BLACK & BEAUTIFUL!! 
PLEASE ADD THE FOLLOWING NIKON RF BLACK BODY 
SERIAL NUMBERS TO OUR UPDATED AND REVISED 
"NHS BLACK LIST" LAST PUBLISHED IN NHS-77!! 

6157570 6215322 6320056 6321983 

PLEASE ADD THE FOLLOWING TO OUR LIST OF FAKES 
6167394 6200647 6230844 6308503 

LETTERS ... . LETTERS ... 
From Alan Blake .... 

You make a very convincing case for NK having made the 
early Serenar lenses, but from admitted comparative ignorance, 
I would like to suggest a different conclusion which would make 
this fact unsurprising. NK had made lenses for Canon for some 
years and this arrangement was fine until NK started to take an 
interest in 35mm RF cameras. The last thing Canon would have 
wanted then would be for s competitor's name to be emblazoned 
on their camera lenses! Canon could not do anything instantly 
about this so initially NK would be asked to apply the Serenar 
name to the lenses. After all, the date range you give for 
changeover is consistent with the first Nikon cameras. 

Secondly, which may again stem from my ignorance, I have 
a question about the "Imagination" article. From sources that I 
have read (most probably the Journal and your books), I was 
under the impression that NK never referred to specific models 
for the early cameras until the clearly redesigned S2 came along. 
Then references to I, M & S were used retrospectively. I was 
surprised therefore to see on page 13, the publicity leaflet (top 
right) refer to Nikon Model "S". Were the original flash syn
chronized cameras always identified this way in publicity? 
(When synch was added to the Nikon the factory began to refer 
to it as the'S ' because of the synch. But never the MS or the Sl. 
RJR) 



A MISENGRAVED 
105MM/F4 NIKKOR! 

Member Matthew Lin recently discovered a less than 
common lOSIf4 Nikkor in reflex mount that proved to be 
even more interesting. This particular lens has an engraving 
error on the barrel. It reads 'LEN MADE IN JAPAN ' . I 
don ' t know who 'LEN' is but he may be related to the more 
often seen ' LENS ' but I cannot be sure!! 

So we have yet another Nikon engraving error. These 
errors are rather rare considering the hundreds of thousands 
(if not millions) of individual engravings that were applied 
to Nikon equipment before the dawn of the current era of 
silk screening and stamped, as opposed to engraved, numbers 
and letters. Things are done much differently now, but during 
the rangefinder system and the reflex era through at least the 
F2, serial numbers, focal lengths and many other engravings 
were literally done individually. An amazing output with very 
few errors, which is why they are fun to look for and rewarding 
to find. 
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